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ABSTRACT 
The extent to which a completion x’= C(t)x + z:=” Ri(t)f”‘(t) of a linear time 
varying differential algebraic equation E(t)x’(t)+ F(t)x(t) = f(t) is unique is care- 
fully examined. The implications for numerical methods for solving DAEs based on 
differentiated equations are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Various techniques have been developed for generating an explicit ordi- 
nary differential equation 
x’= G( t)x + i Ri( t)f@‘( t) (1) 
i=O 
from a time varying differential algebraic equation (DA@, 
E(t)x’(t)+ i?(t)x(t) =f(t) (2) 
by differentiation of the equation (2) and solving for x’. Here E is assumed 
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always singular. The system (2) is sometimes called a descriptor system. 
Applications of this approach have ranged from numerical methods [l-4, 61 
to systems inversion, prescribed path control, observability, and other control 
concepts [6, 8, 11, 121. More recently this approach has been applied to 
boundary value problems [g]. 
In [7] it is pointed out that G and Ri need not be unique even for linear 
time invariant systems. There is some confusion in the current literature, 
which we have contributed to, concerning to what extent the G and Ri in (1) 
are unique. This issue is crucial for considering such questions as the 
smoothness of the G, Ri and the robustness of the proposed numerical 
methods. In this note we shall carefully develop, for the first time, the 
uniqueness and variability of the coefficients in (1). These results have 
implications for both numerical methods for solving DAEs and control 
theoretic algorithms. This note examines linear time varying systems, but the 
issues addressed are also important for nonlinear problems [6]. 
Section 2 will develop our basic notation and carefully describe how (1) is 
computed from (2). Section 3 contains the main results of this note. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
The DAE (2) is said to be solvnble on the connected interval .Y if for 
every sufficiently smooth f on 3, there is a smooth solution defined on all of 
J? In addition all solutions are defined on all of Z, and solutions are 
uniquely determined by their value at any t, E 3 [5]. This definition of 
solvability does not require E to have constant rank, nor for it to be possible 
to carry out the usual inversion algorithms involving coordinate changes and 
differentiations [5, 121. To avoid technical problems dealing with various 
degrees of smoothness we shall assume that E, F,f in (2) are infinitely 
differentiable. However, less smoothness would suffice. 
The system of algebraic equations 
is l-jU [2, 31 with respect to xi if (3) uniquely determines xi for any 
consistent b. From basic linear algebra we know that I-fullness is equivalent 
to the row echelon form of A being 
I 
II x II 0 
[ 1 0 * 
where * is a possibly nonzero entry and n = dim(xi). 
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Assume that the DAE (2) is solvable and that E, F are n X n. Differenti- 
ating the equation (2) j times gives the system of equations 
where 
x’ ‘j = kj [ 1 
E 0 0 
E’+ F E 0 
5. = E”+2F’ 2E’+ F E 
* * * 
E”’ + jF’i_1’ * * 
From [5] we have 
(4) 
x I) 
ZjZ : I I7 x(j+ 1) 





TIIEOREM 1. Suppose that (2) is solvable on the interval 3 and that E, F 
are 2n times differentiable. Then 
5. has constant rank on Z for j = n + 1, 
4. is l$~ll with respecttox’forj=n+l, 




If the coefficients E, F are infinitely differentiable, then Theorem 1 
provides sufficient as well as necessary conditions for solvability. If (5~) 
holds, then the smallest value of j that satisfies the conditions (5a), (5b) of 
Theorem 1 is called the index v of the DAE (2). We shall say that a 
submatrix of [q Ej] satisfies (5) if it satisfies the conditions with the “for j” 
statements deleted. 
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3. VARIABILITY OF COMPLETIONS 
Suppose for the remainder of this note that (2) is solvable and j is large 
enough that &j, q have the properties in (5). By Theorem 1 there exists 
nonsingular o(t) such that left multiplication on (4) yields 
where W,M have full row rank. From (6) we get the completion 
x’= G( t)x + 2 Ri( t)f”‘( t) (7) 
i=O 
of (2). The differential equation (7) is called a completion because it can be 
viewed as completing the vector field defined by (2). The bottom equation 
of (61, 
Mx = k Ki( t)f”‘( t), (8) 
i=O 
characterizes the consistent initial conditions, or equivalently the solution 
manifold of (2) at time t [4]. To distinguish (7), which comes from the 
derivative army (4, from an arbitrary completion, we shall refer to (7) as a 
natural completion. 
Since 5 has constant rank and is l-full for all t, it is possible to choose 
G(t) to be as smooth as G, is. The Ri, Wj, Ki are submatrices of 0 and are 
also as smooth as &j is. 
In most applications o(t) will represent the result of a numerical 
algorithm applied at time t. Thus it is important to examine to what extent 
that G, Ri are unique and how their smoothness is effected by the algorithm. 
Assume that @(t> is smooth and gives (6). Let o(t) be any other 
nonsingular matrix function (not necessarily smooth) which gives an equation 
in the form (6) but with coefficients 
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let 0 = SO-‘, and define 
6, 0, 0, 
o= @ 6, GjG , 
I I 0, 0, 0 
where the partition of (10) is conformal with (61, (9). Then 




0, = I, 8,=0, o,=o, 
6,w = 0, o,w = 0. (12) 
Then W being full row rank and (12) imply that 6, = 6, = 0, so that 
(13) 
Applying (13) now gives 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that (2) is solvable. lf E is nonsingular, then 
(7) is unique and r = 0. lf E is singular, then all possible natural completions 
are given by 
x’=(G-&M)r+ k RifCi)+@, i Kjf? (14) 
i=o i=O 
Here 0, is an arbitrary n X rank(M) matrix valued function, and G, M, Ri, K i 
are from (6). 
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Of course we need 6, to be smooth if the completion given by (14) is to 
be smooth. If (2) is totaally singdar, that is, there is only one solution for each 
f, then (14) says that G - Ga1Li is arbitrary, since M will be nonsingular. 
Before examining the smoothness and uniqueness of G, Ri further, it is 
helpful to consider the special case when E, F are constant matrices. For this 
illustration, we may assume without loss of generality that 
E=[;; 01, F=[ -0”l ;], (15) 
where N” = 0, NV-’ # 0. Then 0 can be taken constant. There exist row 
operations on (4) which can be made to yield 
G= M=[o I]. 
Thus from (14) and (16) we get that the homogeneous part of any 
constant coefficient completion would be 
(17) 
where @r, @‘e are arbitrary constant matrices. 
In [S] we observed that from the derivative array (4) it is possible to get 
different spectral behavior from different completions. (See also [lo].) Equa- 
tion (17) shows much more. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that E, F are constant matrices and the pencil 
E, F is equivalent to (15). Let F, have eigenvalues o(F,). Suppose F, is 
p X p. Let a, be any set of n - p numbers (not necessarily distinct). Then 
there is a completion computable from the derivative array (4) using elemen- 
tary row operations such that o(G) = a(F,)U a,. 
In practice the completion is usually computed numerically at times t, 
with algorithms where the choice of pivot columns and rows may vary with t. 
One might expect that either there would often be cases where the coeffi- 
cients are not smooth, or ensuring that the algorithm produces estimates of 
smooth coefficients would be difficult. Yet, numerical experiments to date 
have not encountered this difficulty [2, 61. 
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Part of the reason that discontinuity in G has not been observed is that 
Gx is unique if x is a consistent value for (2). However, there is another 
reason. We now show that, somewhat surprisingly, the smoothness is often 
already guaranteed by many existing algorithms. 
Since 4 is both row and column rank deficient, it is usually best to use 
orthogonal matrix operations at first and then only use elementary row, or 
other nonorthogonal, operations after the full rank parts are safely deter- 
mined. Such an approach usually consists of two steps. First orthogonal 
operations are performed on (4) to obtain 
(18) 
where V is nonsingular and I$’ is full row tank. Then elementary row 
operations equivalent to inverting V and using * to eliminate R are 
performed to produce (6). Suppose that O,e are two orthogonal matrices 
with 0 producing (18) and e producing 
v n 
[ I 0 iv, 0 0 
with V nonsingular and W full row rank. Again let O = OO-’ and use the 
notation of (10). Then 
so that @,V = 0, 8,V = 0, and 
(20) 
But 8, is orthogonal, since 6 is. The orthogonality of 6 then implies 
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Then (20) gives that @sw = 0 and hence 6, = 0, since ti has full row rank. 
But then 0, is orthogonal and 6, = 0. We have finally that @ 0 0 
o= I 0 0, 0 1 . 
0 0 0, 
(21) 
It follows from the I-fullness of &j that 
fl=CW (22) 
for some matrix c which is as smooth as K&P. Using the form (21) for O, 
we have that (IS) and (19) are related by 
8y=V, s,e = c, O,n = f-l, O,& = iii, (23a) 
o,ti = w, @,H = i?, S& = vi ) (23b) 
@&i = M, 6,R, = Ki. (23~) 
From (22) the completion computed from (18) is 
x’= (V-‘c + V-‘CH)x + i (V-l& - V-‘Ctii))f’? (24) 
i=O 
But fi = @,a = o,Cti= @,C@;‘% The completion from (19) is then 
x’= (F-‘G+V-‘[0@;‘]H)x + C(wii -v-‘[o,c4,‘]wi)fw 
(25) 
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However, using (23) we compute that 
and 
Thus (24) and (25) are the same completions. We summarize this 
discussion in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that (2) is solvable and that E, F are smooth and j 
is large enough for the conditions (5) to hold. Suppose that the completion is 
computed pointwise by an algorithm which uses orthogonal operations to 
reduce gj to the form (18) with V nonsingular and ti full row rank and then 
uses elementary row operations on the first two block rows to obtain (6). Then 
the completion is unique for a given j and is as smooth as <., q are. 
Proof. We have shown the uniqueness in the preceding discussion. We 
have only to show the smoothness. Since cj is I-full with respect to x’, the 
first n columns are linearly independent for all t. Thus there exists orthogo- 
nal O,, as smooth as gj, such that 
and V is nonsingular. Now X will have constant rank, since 6 does. Thus 
there is an orthogonal O,, again as smooth as 4, such that 
where W has full row rank. n 
An alternative way to express Theorem 2 is the following. Let A+ c 
denote any least squares solution of Au = c, and let Aic denote the minimum 
norm least squares solution. Alternatively one may think of A+, At as 
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generalized inverses. Let r denote the first 72 rows of a matrix. Note that 
&CD) = ?T(C)D. 
PROPOSITION 3. The completions derived in Theorem 2 may be written 
X’= rTT(<?q )X + 5T(4’)fj> (26) 
We shall call (26) a least squares completion, or ES completion for short. 
In working with a particular system the value of j may be larger then 
necessary. Also, it sometimes reduces the computational cost to use a smaller 
set of equations if possible. In either case it is important to know what effect 
this has on the completion. In general, two different Is completions need not 
be identical. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the following index one linear time invariant 
DAE: 
Taking j = 1, we have 
(27) 
(28) 
The 1s completion from (28) is 
“&_[:, ;++[;.5 ;“]f+[ _; -;]f’- (29) 
However, if we take the submatrix of (28) consisting of the first, third, and 
fourth rows, we get 
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which is still l-full with respect to x’. The 1s completion computed from (301 
is 
(31) 
which is different from (29). The second, third, and fourth rows of (28) also 
give a derivative array which is I-full with respect to x’. The 1s completion 
from this subarray is 
d=-[; ;]x+[; i]f+[ _; -;]f’. 
In Example 1 the submatrix (30) was large enough to be l-full with 
respect to x’, but it was not large enough to determine the solution manifold 
(8) for (27). If we only consider derivative arrays that are large enough to 
determine not only x’ but also the constraints, then we do have uniqueness 
of 1s completions. 
PRVPOSITION 4. Suppose that j is large enough so that [ d$ 9J has full 
row rank and is l-full with respect to x’, and Ej has constant rank. Let 
[Zj 51 be any submatrix consisting of rows of [ej T] which has these 
same three properties and nullity(zj) = nullity<gj). Then the 1s completions 
computed from [4 $1 and [ <. q] are the same. 
Proof. Let P be a permutation matrix such that 
p[4 9+ 2I 2. [I 1 2 
By assumption we may perform orthogonal operations 
first block row of (32) to get 
V R -G 
0 W H 
I I 
0 0 M’ 
XI, x1* 52 
(32) 
which only change the 
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where V is nonsingular, W has full row rank, and rank(M) = nullity(<i) = 
nullity(q). But then 
has to have full row rank. In order to get the respective 1s completions, we 














But (33) and (34) both yield (24). 
4. CONCLUSION 
& ... fir 
ti” . ‘. q 1 
l-ii, ... I?, 
w,;, . . . tir . 




Differentiation of differential algebraic equations is used for many pur- 
poses, ranging from index reduction to control techniques such as system 
inversion. General numerical methods, which can be used when other, more 
efficient methods such as implicit Runge-Kutta (IRK) or backward differenti- 
ation (BDF) fail, have been proposed based on derivative arrays. Most of 
these approaches consist of determining all or part of a completion of the 
original vector field defined by the DAE. In more complex problems these 
completions would probably be determined numerically. That the differenti- 
ated equations do not uniquely determine a completion is known [7, 101. 
However, we have shown that the introduced dynamics are essentially 
arbitrary off the solution manifold if no restrictions are placed on the 
numerical method computing the completion, and the coefficients do not 
even have to be smooth if different values of t would lead, for example, to 
changes in choice of pivots during Gaussian elimination. 
On the other hand, because of the rank deficiency of the derivative 
arrays, most problems examined to date have used orthogonal operations at 
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least until the rank is determined. Let us call such an algorithm standard. 
We have shown that standard algorithms always generate a smooth comple- 
tion for a given derivative array satisfying the rank properties (5). This 
completion, called the 1s completion, is the same for all standard algorithms 
applied to a given derivative array. Finally, if we limit ourselves to derivative 
arrays which are large enough to also determine the solution manifold, then 
the 1s completion of a given DAE (2) is independent of both the particular 
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